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ABSTRACT 
The Champaign-Urbana Community Fab Lab engages over 300 teens in makerspace education through partnerships with public middle                 
schools, libraries and after school centers in Champaign-Urbana. As part of the University of Illinois’ mission of public engagement we                    
generate curricular ideas by inviting youth to help us modify and adapt maker projects we find online. This demonstration will highlight a                      
recent, composite-medium, arduino-based project driven by teens at one of our most important community sites, a state and NSF                   
grant-funded after-school center dedicated to introducing underserved and at-risk learners to STEAM. We will explain how teaching                 
electronics programming through tangible, hands-on projects centered around the expression of learners’ interests, rather than top-down,                
externally-driven topics, can increase engagement and persistence with hesitant or disconnected learners. In addition conference attendees                
will have a chance to participate in a hands-on fashion with the concepts and curriculum, as we will bring a computer and 3D printer to                         
demonstrate live. We hope the in-person interactions will lead to additional cross-institution collaborations.  

Tools, Skills and Materials 
 

• Tools➝3D Printer  • Tools➝Arduino Microcontroller  • Tools➝Laser Cutter  

• Skills➝Programming    • Skills➝Persistence and Iteration 

• Materials➝Cardboard/Wood     • Materials➝Neopixel LED Strips   
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2. DEMO DESCRIPTION 

2.1 Description of the Product or Project 
Our demonstration covers multiple projects in our electronics programming curriculum that have evolved out of learner interests at                  
community partner locations. They are all based on neopixels and light-up lamps, and have varying degrees of complexity, which reflect                    
advancing and changing learner skills and interests. Collectively, they make up a series of workshops that go from beginning to simply                     
modify and tinker with code in Arduino to incorporating multiple alternative mediums, techniques and technologies frequently found in Fab                   
Labs. This process is intentionally and crucially iterative and collaborative, as learners must struggle with one another to fix errors, teach one                      
another and find the motivation to keep going even after failure. 

Our first demonstration combines controlling RGB Neopixels via an Arduino housed within a laser-engraved wood press-fit box to create                   
light - up signs. A clear acrylic sheet, which resembles a pane of glass, rests on top of an RGB neopixel strip which illuminates engraved                         
portions of the acrylic in vibrant colors chosen by the teen participant during the programming phase. The project is as much focused on teen                        
expression as it is the mechanics and importance of code, and has been an instant hit for even initially reluctant participants. Learning                      
outcomes include familiarity with Arduino hardware concepts (we even have a giant cardboard Arduino prop!), as well as color theory and                     
vector graphic creation and remixing with Inkscape.  



 

The second showcase demonstrates the use of small-scale, low-cost FDM 3D printers to make Lithophane Light Boxes. At this stage in the                      
process learners will have become more comfortable with the basic Arduino code to operate lights, so we are better able to introduce touch,                       
sound, or distance sensors as examples to explain inputs and outputs. Learners are introduced to the concept of lithophanes [1], and are asked                       
to pick photographs to convert for 3D printing. In order to do this successfully they must critically consider what features improve or detract                       
from a lithophanes appearance, which may even require multiple test prints spread among participants. The selection of subject material to                    
print is similar to the acrylic display panels in the previous project: a compromise between teen-chosen expression and viable                   
lithophane-print designs. 

 

The third project demonstrates the most complex version of the lithophane light box and is intended for older or more advanced learners.                      
Participants are challenged to increase the dimensions of their lithophane print (approximately 4” by 4”) and use Arduino to introduce some                     
aspect of interactivity that may vary across different regions of the lithophane, such as different regions that light up or react based on touch,                        
user proximity or sound. Finally, to make it more possible to take their creation home, participants learn how to modify their code and                       
hardware by soldering an ATtiny85 to a circuit board and appropriately modifying their code in order to create a standalone battery-powered                     
lithophane light-box. 

In addition to viewing lithophane projects made by learners in our community, participants in FabLearn will be able to see in-progress                     
projects, and learn how to design their own. We will bring a laptop and 3D printer where participants can create their own lithophanes, as                        
well as experiment with coding NeoPixels for Arduino Unos and ATTinys.  

2.2 Target Audience 
Our community partners provide service to public middle school youth who often are unable to go home or participate in other after-school                      
extra-curricular activities. Some may need additional academic assistance, while others may not have any place to go, and some just want to                      
hang out with their friends. Most do not own a computer and may not have much opportunity to participate in self-driven study or digital                        
design on a regular basis, and, as such, are often quite new to computational thinking strategies, programming, electronics, 3D printing or                     
digital illustration.This activity, however, like all Fab Lab activities is designed to be portable and adaptable for use in other labs or learning                       
contexts, including formal classrooms. Increasingly complicated or inquiry or experiment-driven projects may fit well in a science class or                   
undergraduate-level courses.  

The 3D printing demo and the in-process lithophanes will be of interest to both students and practitioners at FabLearn. The projects and                      
curriculum are adaptable to many contexts, and would be of interest to practitioners working on programming in both informal and formal                     
educational settings for a variety of ages.  



3. CONCLUSION 

3.1 Results and Benefits 
We expect learners to gain a deeper understanding of the risks and rewards of organizing, customizing, and executing a code-based,                    
multi-step fabrication project. In addition, instructors may benefit from learning an easily replicable way to introduce their students to 3D                    
printing and Arduino programming, as well as soldering and circuits.  

Each step of the lithophane light-box production process provides hands-on opportunities to learn both technical and social skills, and                   
cultivates creativity and problem-solving. Selecting a photograph and printing the lithophane after conversion to a 3D file teaches the student                    
how the photo’s contrast and color value relates to the varying thickness and translucency of the lithophane. The student will also benefit                      
from learning how to run a 3D print and explore the impact of setting details on print results. Building the lightbox and writing the Arduino                         
code encourage learners to further personalize their display and requires them to iterate through different versions before they reach a final                     
product that is appropriately backlit. Finally, soldering the LED strip and an ATtiny85 on a circuit board and uploading the code will improve                       
the student’s fine motor skills, provide a basic understanding of circuit hardware, compel them to troubleshoot code syntax or variable                    
assignments, and foster a sense of ownership over the final standalone lithophane creation. 

3.2 Lessons Learned 
Through our work within community sites, we have learned the strength of curriculum and programs that grow from the interests and values                      
of community members, rather than from external standards or methodologies. These programs have proven themselves to be more engaging                   
and result in more persistence in the face of difficulties or failures, and longer attention spans and patience among learners. This process of                       
negotiated curriculum formation usually requires instructors to be challenged as well. They are kept on their feet and often need to change                      
prompts or come up with creative ideas on the spot, and also may need to get out of their comfort zone in talking to teens about their lives                            
and hobbies. Furthermore, pacing for such activities rarely matches a one-size-fit-all form of design, and components often must be                   
customized to match differing skills and pacing. Often after-school activities face the same challenge school classrooms do, such as                   
determining how longer, multi-step projects can be broken down into discrete portions that can be completed in around thirty minutes with                     
minimal loss of engagement and need for review between sessions. 

We are actively looking into ways to improve our work, evaluating engagement [2] on the basis of project sharing showcases, informal                     
interviews or feedback discussions, and known impacts on academic performance. One major avenue of interest is connection to                  
metacognitive learning strategies [3]: helping learners to pause and reflect on their own process, planning and troubleshooting mid-project, in                   
order to better document and comprehend their own learning. We hope to do more formal research on this through use of Photovoice [4]:                       
short stories or verbal notes recorded in tandem with photographs of creations for use in artifact-based interviews [5] as part of a separate                       
NSF-funded research grant. 

3.3 Broader Value 
An increasingly large body of literature focuses on identifying and measuring STEAM-relevant learning activities in makerspaces [6,7,8,9] in                  
educational settings. Even as the climate becomes more amenable to makerspace instruction in public schools, there remain few                  
investigations of how makerspaces can be made accessible to substantial numbers of learners with a broad range of capabilities and                    
experiences. We believe this may, in fact, be the central-most challenge to the success of the maker movement, as creativity and innovation                      
rely specifically on cognitive diversity and democratic inclusion [10,11,12]. This project, thus, has useful applications within K-12 education,                  
which also continually faces the challenge of engaging many kinds of learners and therefore stands to benefit greatly from insights gained                     
from working with learning disabilities and other at-risk populations. 

Learning 3D printing software or coding an Arduino are typically seen as two different skills. Combining the two technologies motivates the                     
learner to imagine how they may create new types of hybrid creations from their knowledge base while putting a personal touch on skill                       
acquisition as they 3D print and wire up a photograph of their choice to create the lithophane light-box. Furthermore, it supports our push to                        
emphasize the “A” in STEAM.  

3.4 Relevance to Theme 
The lithophane light-box represents one step towards solving the knowledge barrier faced by students and aspiring makers in a world with                     
increasing gaps in STEAM education. Fab Labs strive to make certain digital equipment and software accessible to the public that would                     
otherwise only be accessed by privileged people at institutions such as universities or research organizations. While this is a noble goal, the                      
true purpose—and challenge—of the fab lab network is to make privileged forms of knowledge accessible to the public, and in order to do                       
this successfully, curricula for technologies such as 3D printing and Arduino coding must be thoughtfully reassessed. Maker education                  
promotes technology curricula that assumes less about learner prior knowledge; instead, maker education ought to strive to make direct                   
connections to the personal lived experiences of learners. It emphasizes prioritizing tangible, practical uses of technologies, as well as playful                    
tinkering and exploration over the exclusively theoretical and scripted uses. The lithophane light-box succeeds in both of these requirements,                   
thus making it a solid option for introducing 3D printing and Arduino to students and learners of many backgrounds. 



4. REQUIREMENTS 
We would like to setup 2 tables with several demonstration projects, a 3D printer, as well as multiple laptops and a poster with photos. The                         
more table space we have, the more interactive and educational we can make the demonstrations. This will require adjacent power and                     
internet.  
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